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Sustainable management of natural resources, and in particular fisheries, must take into account several
conflicting objectives. This is the case in the French Guiana shrimp fishery for which profitability objectives
imply a reduction in the fishing activity. On the one hand, this fishery has negative externalities on marine
biodiversity due to discards. On the other hand, this fishery has positive externalities on the economy of the
local community and interestingly enough on a protected seabird species in the area (the Frigatebird that
feeds on discards). In this paper, we examine the viability of that system considering two sustainability
objectives: an economic objective in terms of the profitability of the fishing activity, and a conservation
objective in terms of the Frigatebird population. For that purpose, we have developed a dynamic model of
that bioeconomic system and study here the trade-offs between the two conflicting objectives. It provides a
means to quantify the necessary give and takes involving the economic and ecological objectives that would
ensure a viable management solution. Our study confirms the relevance of the viability approach to address
natural resource management issues, which should lead to the development of new tools for the arbitration
of conflicting sustainability objectives. In particular, such tools could be used as a quantitative basis for cost–
benefit analysis taking into account environmental externalities.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Fishery activities generate externalities on biodiversity. On the one
hand, there are numerous negative externalities linked to fishery
discards in terms of bycatch species and loss of marine biodiversity.
Indeed, eliminating discards is currently amajor political objective (CEC,
2007). On the other hand, one potential positive externality of these
discards is that theymay play a fundamental role inmarine bird feeding
(Furness, 2003). According to Furness (1999), reducing fishery discards
may dramatically reduce some seabird populations. This is also the case
when discards are reduced due to an adjustment of fishing activities
related to the economic context. For example, the prior level of fishing
activity of the French Guiana shrimp fishery is no longer economically
viable given the present prices, costs, and amount of subsidies. The
recent reduction in that fishing activity has resulted in a high rate of
Frigatebird chick mortality and has triggered a conflict between the
ecological objective of the Frigatebird conservation program off the
Caribbean coast of French Guiana and the economic objective of the
fishery. Managing fishery activities in a sustainable way must thus take
into account conflicting objectives that would ensure economic viability
while preserving marine and bird biodiversity.
Martinet).
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In ecological economics, it is now recognized that multicriteria
modeling, and especially the viability approach (Aubin, 1991), are well-
suited to address sustainability issues (De Lara and Doyen, 2008). The
aim of the viability approach is to study the consistency between a
dynamic model and a set of constraints. It involves defining the
conditions such that the constraints are satisfied at all times. In
particular, thanks to the viability approach, it is possible to characterize
the dynamics of a bio-economic system in terms of its capacity to
achieve, in the long-run, sustainability objectives represented by
ecological and economic constraints. Béné et al. (2001), Doyen and
Béné (2003) and Eisenack et al. (2006) have used the viability approach
to investigate natural resource management issues. Cury et al. (2005)
have argued that the application of the viability approach is relevant for
an ecosystemmanagement of fisheries. Indeed, the viability of fisheries
has recently been studied by Doyen et al. (2007), Martinet et al. (2007)
and Chapel et al. (2008), among others. In particular, Béné and Doyen
(2000) study the viability of the French Guianese shrimp fishery in
terms of economic issues alone, without accounting for environmental
externalities.

Viability studies usually account for constraints with given levels. It
may result in problems with no viable solutions. Martinet and Doyen
(2007, appendix A.1.5) introduced the idea that relaxing some
constraints would be one way to overcome from such non-viable
solutions. It may also be necessary to conciliate ecological and
economic requirements for particular ecological economic states to
lities and biodiversity: Trade-offs between the viability of shrimp
on. (2009), doi:10.1016/j.ecolecon.2009.06.012
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1 Using breeding units as a proxy for the population size is usual when the ecological
dynamics is unknown. See, for example, Montgomery et al. (1999).
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be viable. In this study, we follow this lead to investigate a way to
account for potential interactions between constraint levels, using the
French Guiana case-study. It is a means to provide much needed
information about trade-offs between sustainability objectives. In the
example of the shrimp fishery and Frigatebirds, it allows us to describe
the trade-offs between ensuring the viability of the shrimp trawling
and maintaining the bird population which feeds on fishery discards.

To this end, we have developed a dynamic bioeconomic model of a
fishery that generates discards which are a source of food for a bird
population. We account for two sustainability objectives (represented
by constraints): an economic constraint on the profitability of the
fishing activity and a conservation constraint of the bird population.
We examine how these sustainability objectives are compatible one
with respect to the other, and if there are trade-offs between both
viability constraint levels. In other words, we are dealing with how to
cope with two seemingly different objectives at the same time, and
more specifically with the give and take in the level of constraints that
must be worked out to be able to reach these objectives.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a model
based on the Guianese shrimp fishery. In Section 3, we address the co-
viability issue of achieving at the same time economic and ecological
objectives in a dynamicway. In Section 4,we extend this viability analysis
by describing the trade-offs between economic and biological objectives.
We also define the economic conditions that are necessary (including the
minimum amount of subsidies) if the Guianese fishing activity is to be
viable while maintaining a targeted Frigatebird population level. In
Section 5, we discuss how this approach fits into the literature on
biodiversity conservation. In Section 6, we conclude on the potential use
of the viability approach as a tool that provides awell-grounded basis for
arbitration between conflicting sustainability objectives. Parameter
values and mathematical proof are provided in the appendix.

2. Model of a fishery interacting with a seabird population

2.1. The French Guiana case study

The shrimp fishery in French Guiana is composed of trawlers
fishing for shrimp on the continental shelf. Two main species are
involved: Farfantepeneus subtilis and F. brasiliensis. Only F. subtilis was
accounted for. It is the species caught the most often and, since the
eighties, it has been thoroughly investigated by Ifremer (the French
institute of research for the exploitation of the sea) providing solid
knowledge of the population and exploitation dynamics. From a
historical point of view, the economic dynamics of the fishery have
been characterized by a decrease in the fishing activity for profitability
purposes. In turn, the amount of catch has dramatically decreased, and
actually it is about half the Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY). This
decrease in fishing activity has meant a decrease in discard.

The Frigatebird Fregata magnificens population in French Guiana is
the most important colony of this seabird species from northern Brazil
to Venezuela. The colony is located in a natural reserve on “Le Grand
Connetable”, a small island which makes survey easy. They are
exceptional birds, because of their low reproduction rate, their long
period of parental care (the longest of any bird), and their long life spent
(more than 30 years) (Weimerskirch at al., 2003). Before the develop-
ment of the shrimp fishery (and associated discards), the Frigatebird
populationwas stable,with about 180nesting couplesmanaging to raise
their chick. Since it is not possible here to represent the Frigatebird
population in a dynamic way in our case (sufficient long-run data is not
yet available to assess the dynamics), the number of breeding bird
couples serves as a proxy for the Frigatebird population.

Calixto-Albarran and Osorno (2000) have found a correlation
between the variety of fish in the diet of Frigatebird population on Isla
Isabel (off the Pacific coast of Mexico) and species discarded by
prawn-fishing trawlers in the area, thereby assuming an opportunistic
feeding during nesting period. Based on personal field observation
Please cite this article as: Martinet, V., Blanchard, F., Fishery externa
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that found 120 Frigatebirds feeding on the discard of a sole shrimp
trawler, the same correlation is assumed to hold for the Guianese
population. A strong correlation has been also observed between chick
mortality during breeding and periods of reduced fishing activity (and
associated decreasing discards) within the area of bird foraging
(unpublished data). Until recently, the decrease in discard had no
impact on the Frigatebird population, but the ongoing decline of the
fishery and the associated observed mortality of chicks now
jeopardize the conservation program. In the 2007 economic context,
some of the 639 surveyed couples were not able to feed their chick.
Understanding the interactions between economic dynamics and the
conservation objectives is therefore necessary. For that purpose, we
have developed a bioeconomic model of the fishery.

2.2. The bioeconomic model

We consider a single stock fishery, characterized every year t by the
biomass Bt of the resource stock (shrimp in our case study). The
dynamics of the bio-economic system is controlled by thefishing effort
Et, following Clark (1985). The global harvest is defined by Ht=qBtEt,
where the constant parameter q represents the catchability of the
resource. Using a discrete time version of the “logistic model” to
represent the growth function of the shrimp stock, the dynamics of the
resource stock is given by

Bt+1 = Bt + RðBtÞ−Ht = Bt + rBt 1− Bt

Bsup

 !
−qBtEt ð1Þ

where Bsup is the carrying capacity of the ecosystem, and r the natural
growth rate of the resource stock (rb1).

The fishery is characterized by profit given as

πt = ðp + τÞHt−cEt = ðp + τÞqBtEt−cEt ð2Þ

where p is an exogenous resource price, τ is a production subsidy and
c is the per effort unit cost.

This fishery generates discards of bycatch species. These discards
depend on the fishing effort Et. A part of these discards is used by
seabirds to feed themselves and to feed newborns during the breeding
season (Frigatebirds in our case study). We define the quantity of
discards available for birds asDt=dEt, where d is a discard constant, i.e.,
the quantity of discarded biomass that birds can eat per unit of fishing
effort. An important point is that the discards are made up of bycatch
species (fish, squid, starfish, crabs, jellyfish), hence not proportional to
the catches of the targeted species (to the shrimp biomass) but to the
fishing effort (the overall number of trawler's haul).

We are interested in the number of Frigatebird couples that make a
nest and find enough food to raise the chick until it can leave the nest.1

We assume the following relationship between discards and Frigatebird
nests

Ft = sDt + F0 ð3Þ

where F0 is the number of Frigatebird couples that raised a chick
successfully before fishing began in the area and there was no discard.
s is a constant parameter describing the effect of the new food source
provided by discards.

2.3. The viability constraints

In the present analysis, we will focus on two viability constraints.
On the one hand, the economic viability of the shrimp fishery

depends on its profit that has to be positive, i.e., πt≥0.
lities and biodiversity: Trade-offs between the viability of shrimp
on. (2009), doi:10.1016/j.ecolecon.2009.06.012
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Defining the catch per unit of effort ht=Ht/Et (for EtN0), and
using the profit definition (Eq. (2)), leads to the following

πt ≥ 0 ⇒ ht ≥
c

p + τ

The catch per unit of effort ht=qBt must therefore be greater than
a threshold hmin = c

p + τ
for the fishing activity to be profitable. This

threshold depends on the economic context (resource price, subsidies
level, and cost structure).The viability constraint representing that
economic objective is thus defined as

ht ≥ hmin: ð4Þ

Ontheotherhand, anecological objective is toprotect theFrigatebird
population. For that purpose, aminimumnumberof couples able to feed
chicks is targeted. The viability constraint representing this ecological
objective is thus defined as

Ft ≥ Fmin: ð5Þ

We aim at defining bioeconomic configurations that make it
possible to satisfy both the constraints in a dynamic way.

3. Co-viability analysis

3.1. The viability framework of analysis

To develop our analysis, we have adopted the viability approach.
The purpose of our analysis is to determine if there are inter-temporal
viable exploitation decisions E(.) that make it possible to satisfy both
the economic objective (Eq. (4))and the conservation objective
(Eq. (5)), at all times t≥ t0, given the dynamics of the fishery (Eq. (1)).

The approach is based on the definition of states B and controls E,
satisfying dynamics (1) resulting in trajectories that respect con-
straints (4) and (5). We define the set of states B from which there
exist inter-temporal decisions resulting in viable trajectories. For-
mally, this set, called the viability kernel of the problem, is defined by

Viabðhmin; FminÞ = fB0 j ∃Eð:Þ and Bð:Þ starting from B0
satisfying dynamics ð1Þ
and constraints ð4Þ and ð5Þ ∀t ≥ t0:

g ð6Þ

The viability kernel of our problem is determined in subsection 3.2.
From any state inside the viability kernel, there exists at least one
viable decision driving the dynamic system on a viable trajectory, i.e., a
trajectory that respects the constraints at all times. On the contrary, if
the state is outside the viability kernel, or if the trajectory leaves it,
there are no decisions making it possible to respect the constraints
forever, and at least one of the constraints will be violated within a
finite time. It means that if state B is not in the viability kernel, the
viability objectives cannot be achieved intertemporally. As a conse-
quence, if the viability kernel is empty, there are no bioeconomic states
of the fishery that allows the satisfaction of both economic and
ecological constraints in the long run.2 It means that the sustainability
objectives are too ambitious and could never be achieved in the long
run, whatever the initial condition of the system. To avoid such an
unviable situation, one can relax one of the constraints (Martinet and
Doyen, 2007). We will use that approach in Section 4.
2 From a mathematical point of view, the viability kernel is a weakly invariant set. It
is the biggest set of states such that from any of those states there are admissible
decisions resulting in dynamics that both satisfy the viability constraints and remain
within the set. This means that from any viable state, at least one dynamic path
remains within the viability kernel. Viable decisions are thus defined such that the
viability constraints are satisfied and the state of the system stays within the viability
kernel.

Please cite this article as: Martinet, V., Blanchard, F., Fishery externa
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3.2. The viability kernel

We provide here the viability kernel of our problem. The proof and
mathematical details are in Appendix A.

The expression of the viability kernel depends on the condition

Fmin ≤
rsd
q

1− hmin

qBsup

 !
+ F0 ð7Þ

An interpretation of this condition is given in the following sub-
section presenting a sensitivity analysis.

If (hmin, Fmin) satisfy condition (7), the viability kernel is the set

Viabðhmin; FminÞ = ½B− ðhminÞ;Bsup� ð8Þ

where

B− ðhminÞ =
hmin

q
: ð9Þ

The associated viable decisions Eviab must satisfy conditions
E− ðFminÞ≤ Eviab ≤ E−ðB; hminÞ, where

E− ðFminÞ =
Fmin−F0

sd
ð10Þ

and

E
−ðB;hminÞ =

1
q

1 + r 1− B
Bsup

 !
−hmin

q
1
B

 !
ð11Þ

If (hmin, Fmin) do not satisfy condition (7), the viability kernel is
empty (Viab(hmin, Fmin)=∅).

When it is not the empty set, the viability kernel is as represented
on Fig. 1.

3.3. Sensitivity analysis

When the viability kernel is not empty (i.e., if condition (7) holds), it
expression depends on the constraint threshold hmin (see Eq. (8)).
Fig. 1. Viability kernel (stock biomass) associated with economic constraint hmin and
conservation objective Fmin, and associated viable decisions (fishing effort). The straight
oblique line represents the stationary state effort-biomass relationship.

lities and biodiversity: Trade-offs between the viability of shrimp
on. (2009), doi:10.1016/j.ecolecon.2009.06.012
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Moreover, viable decisions depend on both hmin and Fmin (see Eqs. (10)
and (11)).

In our viability problem, the economic constraint (4) corresponds to
a viability condition depending on the economic context. This context
may change (if prices, subsidies, or costs change), resulting in a change
in the viability kernel. In a similarway, the ecological constraint (5) is an
ecological objective that may be adjusted.We provide here a sensitivity
analysis of the results with respect to the levels of the constraints.

From Eq. (9), one can see that B̲(hmin) increases with hmin, which
means that the higher the economic constraint (the worse the
economic context), the higher the induced stock constraint, and then
the smaller the viability kernel.

Fig. 2 represents this result. We consider two economic contexts,
hmin1 and hmin2, with hmin2Nhmin1 meaning that the economic
context is more favorable to the fishery in case 1 (higher price and/or
subsidy, and/or lower costs); and two ecological objectives Fmin1 and
Fmin2, with Fmin2NFmin1, meaning that one wants to maintain a higher
Frigatebird population in situation 2.

In Fig. 2, the higher the economic constraint level, the smaller the
viability kernel. Moreover, as the threshold E̲(Fmin) linearly increases
with respect to the constraint level, the viable decisions are reduced
when the ecological objective increases.

If the conservation objective is too high, it is not possible to reach the
ecological objective for the given economic constraint; the viability
kernel is empty (no statemakes it possible to satisfy both the constraints
over time). From dynamical perspective, if the economic context is
degraded (i.e., if hmin increases) the maximum viable effort E−(B−)
decreases, inducing a lower potential conservation of the bird popula-
tion. There is thus a trade-off between economic viability and ecological
conservation. In the next section, we study that point in more detail.

As regards condition (7), we can say that the conservation objective
must be lower than a threshold depending on the economic context.
The higher hmin is, the lower Fmin must be for the viability kernel not to
be empty. As we shall see, this condition will play a crucial role in the
trade-offs between sustainability objectives.

4. Trade-off between sustainability objectives

In this section, we discuss the consequences of the economic
viability of the fishery on the conservation objective of the Frigatebird
Fig. 2. Sensitivityof the viability kernel Viab(hmin,Fmin) to the constraints levels.hmin2Nhmin1
and Fmin2NFmin1. The higher the constraints, the smaller the kernel and the more restricted
the associated viable decisions.

Please cite this article as: Martinet, V., Blanchard, F., Fishery externa
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population. We first provide an analysis describing trade-offs between
the economic objective and the biodiversity conservation objective.
We then define the economic incentive that would make it possible to
reach a given conservation objective, when it is not possible in the
initial economic context, and the associated cost.

4.1. Set of reachable objectives

In a given economic context (i.e., for hmin corresponding to given
prices, costs and subsidy levels), it would be interesting to know how
large a Frigatebird population can be in the long run. To obtain this
information, we compute the maximum conservation objective for
which the viability kernel is not empty. We define the maximum
reachable conservation objective with respect to hmin as follows:

FðhminÞ = maxfFmin jViabðhmin; FminÞ≠∅g ð12Þ

The non-emptiness of the viability kernel depends on relationship
(7). The maximum level Fmin that satisfies this condition is

FðhminÞ =
rsd
q

1− hmin

qBsup

 !
+ F0 ð13Þ

According to our calculation, given the 2007 economic context, the
maximum number of Frigatebird couples expected to successfully
breed is (around) F(hmin)=478 couples, meaning that some of the
639 Frigatebird couples surveyed in 2007 would lose their chick
during the nesting period.

We have exhibited a trade-off between the economic constraint
hmin and the ecological constraint Fmin. Achievable conservation
objectives must satisfy Fmin≤F(hmin). To increase the level of one of
the constraints above the threshold given by compatibility relation-
ship (13), it is necessary to reduce the level of the other.

To provide more information about trade-offs between sustain-
ability objectives, in the following section we examine the give and
takes between the conservation objective Fmin and the economic
objective hmin.

4.2. Equivalent economic incentives: One of the costs of biodiversity
conservation

In our case study, the economic constraint is defined by the
economic context. This constraint can be modified by changing the
subsidy level (increasing it or decreasing it). The ecological objective
is more flexible as it is a chosen target. It can be adapted in order to
have a non-empty viability kernel.

It is possible to define the necessary economic conditions to be able
to reach a given conservation objective Fmin, that is to say to look for
the economic conditions resulting in a hmin such that the viability
kernel is not empty. For this purpose, we define the reciprocity of
relationship (13), i.e., the maximum level of hmin that is compatible
with an ecological constraint Fmin:

HðFminÞ = maxfhmin jViabðhmin; FminÞ≠∅g ð14Þ

We have

HðFminÞ = qBsup 1− qðFmin−F0Þ
rsd

� �
ð15Þ

This level corresponds to the worst economic context compatible
with the Frigatebird population objective Fmin. If the economic
situation is worse, i.e., if the economic proxy hmin = ct

pt + τt
is higher

than the threshold H(Fmin), the viability constraints cannot be
satisfied. It means that to be able to reach a conservation objective
Fmin, it is necessary to modify the viability constraint hmin (by
lities and biodiversity: Trade-offs between the viability of shrimp
on. (2009), doi:10.1016/j.ecolecon.2009.06.012
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Fig. 3. Total annual cost of a subsidy program S(Fmin) with respect to the Frigatebirds
conservation objective Fmin. As a benchmark, F(hmin) is the maximum conservation
objective that is reachable in the present economic context (without modifying the
subsidy level).
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changing the economic context, adjusting the subsidy level) so that
the viability kernel is not empty.

As the level of the economic proxy depends on the economic
context, one can compute the equivalent shrimp price (including
subsidies) at which a given ecological viability objective Fminwould be
reachable3

hmin ≤HðFminÞ⇔
c

ðp + τÞ ≤ qBsup 1− q ðFmin−F0Þ
rsd

� �

⇔ðp + τÞ≥ c
qBsup

1

1−qðFmin−F0Þ
rsd

0
@

1
A ð16Þ

To achieve the conservation objective Fmin, a minimum fishing
activity is needed. That level of fishing activity is profitable only if the
selling price (price plus subsidy) is higher than the threshold defined
in Eq. (16). As this selling price includes the exogenousmarket price pt
and the subsidy τt, the minimum level of the subsidy that will result in
a non-empty viability kernel is defined as

τ⁎ðFminÞ =
c

qBsup

1

1−qðFmin−F0Þ
rsd

0
@

1
A−p ð17Þ

This level of subsidy4 can be interpreted as follows: If a
conservation objective Fmin higher than the value F(hmin) (with
hmin = ct

pt + τt
) is to be reached, it is necessary to provide an economic

incentive at a level τ⁎, instead of the initial level τt. In a symmetric
way, note that when the viability kernel is not empty (when economic
constraint hmin is lower than H(Fmin), it is possible to reduce subsidy
level from τt to τ⁎ in order to reduce bycatch while still satisfying the
conservation objective Fmin.

By construction, if τ=τ⁎(Fmin), then hmin=H(Fmin) (the expression
of which is given by Eq. (15)). It is possible to compute the minimum
cost of such an incentive program by multiplying the subsidies level τ⁎
by the minimum quantity of shrimp H̲ harvested in the viability
kernel, i.e., at the equilibrium state B̲(hmin) which is associated to effort
E̲(Fmin). It reads H̲=qB̲(hmin)E̲(Fmin). Moreover hmin=H̲/E̲, which leads
to H̲=H(Fmin)E̲. As from Eq. (17) τ⁎ = c

HðFminÞ
−p, the expression of the

minimum total subsidy cost S(Fmin) can be written as

SðFminÞ =
c

HðFminÞ
−p

� �
HðFminÞE− ðFminÞ ð18Þ

= c−pqBsup 1− qðFmin−F0Þ
rsd

� �� �
Fmin−F0

sd
ð19Þ

Eq. (19) only depends on exogenous parameters and on the
viability target Fmin. It is a parabola which is equal to zero when the
target Fmin is the natural level F0. Fig. 3 represents that cost with
respect to the viability constraint Fmin.

Thanks to our viability analysis, we are able to describe
quantitative trade-offs between sustainability objectives. In particular,
we can relate the Frigatebird preservation objective to amonetary cost
of subsidies and a quantitative environmental cost of discards. In the
3 The same kind of analysis could have been done on cost structure ct with a
discussion on the evolution of fishing costs, such as oil, and potential specific subsidies.

4 From an economic point of view, a negative subsidy is a tax. In the following
analysis, this case is not excluded. Our result can also be interpreted as follows: what is
the maximum tax level (in order to reduce fishery's activity and bycatch level) that
would be compatible with a given conservation objective of the Frigatebird
population?

Please cite this article as: Martinet, V., Blanchard, F., Fishery externa
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next section, we discuss how this kind of analysis fits into the broader
issue of biodiversity conservation.

5. Discussion

Human activities generate externalities on ecosystems and modify
natural equilibria (Crocker and Tschihart, 1992). Worm et al. (2006)
emphasize the negative consequences of biodiversity loss in marine
ecosystems on the productivity and stability of these ecosystems. The
main externality of fisheries on seabird population is negative and
due to bycatch (Wilcox and Donlan, 2007). Nevertheless, positive
externalities also occur when seabirds feed on discards (Furness,
2003). These externalities should be accounted for in ecosystem
approaches to fishery management, considering all the activities that
take place in the marine environment and their interdependencies
and competition for the ocean space (Pascoe, 2006). To protect
biodiversity, seen as a public good, it may be efficient to regulate
economic activities to provide good incentives, reducing negative
externalities or enhancing positive ones (Bayon et al., 2000). Perhaps
the simplest approach to providing correct incentives to private
agents is to align private incentives with public economic interest,
using Pigouvian compensations.5 This requires setting prices that
equate themarginal willingness to pay for biodiversity to themarginal
cost of maintaining it (Montgomery et al., 1999). The issue is then to
determine at which level biodiversity should be “produced.” In
particular, the benefits in maintaining or enhancing biodiversity
need to be compared with the cost of stopping or maintaining related
activities, these costs being direct or indirect. Valuing these different
costs and benefits is not easy, especially when one considers non-
market goods such as biodiversity. In our case study, the task is all the
harder as the objective to maintain a large Frigatebird population
conflicts with the objective to reduce bycatch to protect marine
biodiversity. According to Eppink and van den Bergh (2007, p.291) “…
within particular groups of fragile species and ecosystems, trade-offs
in conservation of specific species can be made that may improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of conservation efforts, with an eye to the
5 Taxes or subsidies.

lities and biodiversity: Trade-offs between the viability of shrimp
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net effect on biodiversity functions and welfare impact”. This raises
the important question of how to deal with conflicting biodiversity
preservation objectives.

Metrick and Weitzman (1998) argue that the relevant solution
concept to account for biodiversity preservation is the cost–benefit
ranking criterion. However, such an approach should rely on “revealed
preferences”. Economics provides an important theoretical frame-
work for such valuation and comparison.6 In economics, the value of a
species is often related to its contribution to biodiversity (Brock and
Xepapadeas, 2003; Weikard, 2002; Weitzman, 1992, 1998). When
based on species preservation, valuation studies focus on a single
species, revealing individual willingness to pay to avoid a loss of the
given species. This approach may be particularly relevant for
endangered or ‘emblematic’ species, to reveal their existence value,
even if the result can be biased,7 but valuing the existence of one
particular species is not the same as valuing its contribution to
biodiversity. These economic valuation methods provide at least a
monetary indicator of preservation value, which can be used in cost–
benefit analysis. The main conclusion of Nunes and van den Bergh
(2001, p.218) is that “monetary valuation of changes of biodiversity
can make sense, if a clear life diversity level is chosen, a concrete
biodiversity change scenario is formulated, and a multidisciplinary
approach is used.”

The economic modeling approach for biodiversity conservation,
including cost-effectivenessmodels (with a budget constraint), makes
it possible to define the “production possibility frontier” of ecological
and economic objectives (Eppink and van den Bergh, 2007). Pradhan
and Leung (2006) present a way to account for a fishery externality
(negative externality of longliners on sea turtles) in a multi-objective
fishery management framework. Such an approach makes it possible
to assess the success of fishery management within a multi-criteria
framework, taking into account the constraints managers face (Ward
and Kelly, 2009). According to Wätzold et al. (2006), ecological–
economic modeling is a promising way to develop multidisciplinary
frameworks. Based on such interdisciplinary ecological–economic
approaches, we argue that Viability, which models both economic
dynamics and ecological processes, is well-suited to describe the
trade-offs between objectives in ecological economic models addres-
sing biodiversity loss and conservation issues, and this from a
sustainability perspective, the objectives being met at all times. As
suggested by Martinet and Doyen (2007) we extended the viability
analysis to describe the necessary trade-offs between conflicting
objectives and the quantitative relationships between them. Our
results indicate that there is a trade-off between, on the one hand, an
increase in fleet profit and thereby a reduction in bycatch and, on the
other hand, Frigatebird population size. The preservation of a high
population level of Frigatebirds on “Le Grand Connetable” may serve
as a source to restore declining populations elsewhere, ensuring their
safeguard. The problem is that it implies the reduction in somemarine
species populations, which has to be taken into account. We are able
to quantify this trade-off, giving an expression of the annual cost of
Frigatebirds conservation (with respect to the population level) both
6 This holds true even if valuation of non-market environmental services is better
established in terrestrial environment than in marine environment (Pascoe, 2006).

7 The assessment of biodiversity values may lead to a large range of monetary
indicators, depending on the biodiversity value type under assessment (e.g., existence
value or use value) and the selection of the valuation method, and the interpretation of
single species valuation studies should be done with care when the results are used to
policy design. Spash and Hanley (1995) emphasize that the monetary willingness to
pay revealed by valuation methods (and especially by Contingent Valuation) fails as a
measure of welfare change due to the fact that preferences on biodiversity are
lexicographic, and it does not allow trade-offs between biodiversity and other market
goods. As cost–benefit analysis requires such valuation, it makes it difficult to apply
these approaches, and thus to value the benefits of biodiversity preservation (Hanley
et al., 1995).
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in terms of required subsidies and discard levels. In particular, we have
founded that there is an increasing cost of conservation, with
decreasing marginal returns to conservation expenditures. This cost
of conservation would be enhanced by a monetary valuation of the
negative externalities on marine biodiversity and reduced to account
for the positive externalities on employment and support to the local
community, and compared to the marginal contribution of this
Frigatebird population to the species contribution to biodiversity
value. By focusing on the relationship connecting local management
practice (linked with externalities in the environment of a protected
area) to the population of individual species, we do not address the
entire chain that connects management decisions to biodiversity.8 An
important issuemay be to evaluate the contribution of that Frigatebird
population to the safekeeping of the species. In particular, one should
take into account ecological threshold effects (Perrings and Pearce,
1994), and the interaction with other (declining) populations, in the
strategy of conservation.

According to Metrick and Weitzman (1998, p.21), “Decision about
endangered species reflects the values, perception, uncertainties, and
contradictions of the societies that make them”. In practice, the
expenditures for biodiversity and ecosystem preservation are much
lower than the revealed willingness to pay, suggesting that “we do not
really care about Biodiversity” (Pearce, 2007). In our case, incentive
measures favorable to the Frigatebird population would also have
positive social externalities (and micro-economic interests once
the fishery gets subsidies). However, negative externalities on
marine ecosystem should not be neglected, even if it does not affect
emblematic species.9

6. Conclusion

Several seabird species feed on the discards of fisheries. If the
fishery's activity declines for economic reasons, the bird population
could decline. In this paper, we focus on the particular and unusual
relationship between the subsidized Guianese shrimp fishery and the
protected Frigatebird population. The recent decline in the trawling
activity has been correlated with an increased Frigatebird chick
mortality rate. Using a bioeconomic model describing the dynamics of
the shrimp fishery and its interactions with the Frigatebird popula-
tion, we have accounted for two apparently conflicting sustainability
objectives represented by constraints: an economic constraint on the
profitability of the fishing activity, and a conservation constraint of the
bird population. Using the viability approach, we have examined how
these sustainability objectives are compatible one with respect to the
other, and if there are trade-offs between both viability constraint
levels. More specifically, we have investigated the give and takes in the
level of constraints that must be worked out to be able to reach these
objectives.

In our case study, the maximum Frigatebird population that can be
conserved depends on the fishing activity that is limited by the
economic context of the fishery. It would be possible to conserve a
larger population if subsidies were granted to increase the shrimp
trawling. Thanks to our approach, we are able to determine the lowest
level of subsidies needed to ensure the economic viability of the
fishery while maintaining a targeted Frigatebird population. More-
over, we came to understand that if that level is lower than the current
amount of subsidies, it would be possible to further reduce the subsidy
level without harming the bird population. On the contrary, if that
level is higher than the current level, it would amount to what we call
8 This chain includes the links between the population of the species and likelihoods
of survival, likelihoods of survival and contributions to biodiversity, and these
contributions and the value society places on it (Montgomery et al., 1999).

9 Note that willingness to pay for squid may be lower than that for Frigatebirds.
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an “extra-cost”. In this case, it appears that the managers of the
conservation program should be aware of this when they define their
ecological objective in terms of population number. To sum up, the
objectives of a conservation program (within a protected area) cannot
be defined without taking into account potential interactions with
ecological and economic dynamics outside the protected area.

Our study confirms the relevance of the viability approach to
account for ecological and economic objectives in the case of natural
resource management issues. Applying this approach makes it
possible to define the bioeconomic conditions for several objectives,
represented by constraints and given target levels, to be met at all
times. We have shown that viability analysis can be extended to
account for the give and takes of the constraint levels, making it
possible to determine the set of achievable objectives and pinpoint
trade-offs between sustainability targets. This extended approach
would provide policymakers with thorough knowledge of all the
possible achievable objectives, including trade-offs between conflict-
ing ones, and therefore provide a quantitative tool for arbitration. In
our study, the description of the trade-offs between sustainability
objectives could be a starting point for a broader environmental
economic analysis aiming to define the socially optimal level of an
incentive program. The cost of fishery subsidies has to be compared to
i) its benefits in terms of social externalities (communities support
and employment) and ecological positive externalities (Frigatebird
conservation), and ii) its costs in terms of negative externalities on
marine biodiversity.
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Appendix A

A.1. Parameter values

Wepresenthere thewayparameterswere obtain, and thehypothesis
underlying our model.

A.1.1. Economic and biological parameters for the shrimp fishery
Biological parameters of the shrimp fishery were estimated using

LPUE series (landings per unit of effort) as an index of abundance. These
LPUE were computed using information from fishing companies log
books on fishing time and landings. We used non linear parameter
estimation techniques tofind thebestfit of the predicted LPUE, given the
observed LPUE. The fitting criterion is the minimization of the square
deviation, using the methods provided by Hilborn and Walters (1992).

Economic parameters (costs, prices, and subsidies) in the 2007
economic context were computed by Huber Fayet.10 In 2007, the
economic context was p2007=7 k-euros per ton; τ2007=1.1 k-euros
per ton; c2007=641.893 k-euros. These values were defined from
economic surveys carried out in May 2007 within the Chaloupe
10 Huber Fayet (2007)Modélisation bioéconomique de la pêcherie crevettière de Guyane
Française, Master thesis, under the supervising of Christian Chaboud (IRD).
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project, in the three major shrimp fishing companies. In the 2007
economic context, the minimum catches per unit of effort ensuring
profitability was 79.246tons of shrimps per effort unit (it corresponds
to a resource stock B=16,074tons). The related viability constraint is
hmin=79.246. Note that without subsidies (i.e., if τ=0), the fishery
would not be profitable at all at the 2007 price and costs.
A.1.2. Frigatebird and fishery interaction parameters
The parameters of the interaction between the Frigatebird

population and fishery discards were obtained by Fabian Blanchard
and Julien Semelin.11 We explain here the basic idea underlying
relationship (3).

Inourmodel, thefishingeffort unit hasbeendefinedas the total effort
developedbyavessel duringoneyear. Taking into account themaximum
individual size of a fish a Frigatebird is capable of swallowing, a trawler
haul generates 11.2 kg of discarded biomass the birds can feed on.
Computing the mean number of days at sea per vessel and per year
(which is quite constant around258 days at sea per vessel per year in our
case study, as climatic conditions in this area are quite similar from one
year to another), and accounting for two trawling haul per day, each
fishing effort unit E generates d=5.78 tons of discards available as a
sourceof food for birds per year.Given the facts that thebird species has a
long life time anda latematurityage, and that data on thepopulation size
are available only for recentyears, it is not possible tomodel, according to
current knowledge, the population dynamics and the influence of
discard on it. We thus have to make some strong assumption on the
relationship between discard and reproduction success. The number of
nests in natural conditions (the one observed before the development of
the fishery in the 60s) is about 180 couples succeeding in reproduction
eachyear. This leads to our reference population F0. Given recent data on
discard and Frigatebird population survey, chick mortality occurs every
time the quantity of discards decreases below 336 kg per couple. In
particular, 215 tons of discards made it possible to ensure the viability of
the 639 nests surveyed in January 2007.We assume that discards have a
linear effect on reproduction success, and consider two reference points:
180 couples are viable with no discard, 639 couples are viable with
215 tons of discards. It gives us a slop of 2.135 for the linear relationship
linking bird couples to discard. Hence the parameters of Eq. (3).

The 2007 survey of Frigatebird population leads to an evaluation of
the population size of 639 couples (two adults and a nest). A total
conservation objective would results in a threshold Fmin=639 (this
objectivewould require tomaintain a quantity of discards available for
feeding of 215 tons each year).

The following table gives the parameters value for our case study.
Parameter
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on. (2009
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d F. and Semelin J. (2008) Impact
a tropicalmarine bird species (Fre
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rking paper.
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Value
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gate magnific
duction succ
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9.06.012
(Units)
r
 Resource growth rate
 0.91

Bsup
 Environmental carrying capacity
 18,500
 (tons)

q
 Resource catchability
 4.93⁎10−3
 (year)−1
d
 Rate of “available” discards
 5.78
 (tons) (year)−1
s
 “Feeding on discards” effect
 2.135
 (bird couples) (tons)−1
F0
 “Natural bird population”
 180
 (bird couples)
A.2. Computation of the viability kernel

We refer to De Lara and Doyen (2008) for the resolution of viability
problems in a discrete time framework.
cards on the population
iens) in French Guiana:
ess. Unpublished work.
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Consider the viability problem defined by the dynamics (1) and
the constraints (4) and (5). The aim of the analysis is to define the
viability kernel (Eq. (6)) Viab(hmin,Fmin)pB=[0, Bsup].

Constraint (4) results in the necessary condition

Bt ≥
hmin

q
ðA:1Þ

We define the threshold value B− ðhminÞ = hmin

q
. The economic con-

straint (Eq. (4)) is thus equivalent to the state constraintBt≥B̲(hmin). This
constraint is stationary through time.

According to Aubin (1991) and De Lara and Doyen (2008), the
viability kernel of the problem is the biggest weakly invariant set
within the constrained set [B̲(hmin),Bsup], in the sense that:

• from any state B0∈Viab there are trajectories staying within Viab
and respecting the constraints forever (weak invariance of the
viability kernel)

• from any state B0∈B \Viab there are no trajectory satisfying the
constraint forever.

To prove the results presented in Section 2, we will proceed as
follows:

• We introduce some preliminary results
• We then show that the whole constrained domain [B−(hmin),Bsup] is
viable if condition (7) holds.

• We last prove that the viability kernel is empty if condition (7) does
not hold.

Step 1: Preliminary results

• Given the ecological constraint (5) and the definition (3), any viable
decision must satisfy Et ≥ E̲(Fmin), with

E− ðFminÞ =
Fmin − F0

sd
ðA:2Þ

• For any Bt ≥ B(hmin), we define the fishing effort E−(hmin, Bt) such
that Bt+1=B ̲(hmin). Given the dynamics (1), it reads

E
−ðhmin;BtÞ =

1
q

1 + r 1− Bt

Bsup

 !
−hmin

q
1
Bt

 !

E−(hmin, Bt) satisfies the three following properties:
i) As the dynamics (1) is decreasing with the effort (the higher

Et the lower Bt+1), for any Bt∈ [B−(hmin),Bsup], if Et≤E−(hmin,Bt)
then Bt+1≥B−(hmin); respectively, we have: if Et≥E−(hmin,Bt)
then Bt+1≤B−(hmin).

ii) We have E−ðhmin;B− ðhminÞÞ = r
q

1− hmin

qBsup

� �
which is equivalent to

rB− ðhminÞ 1−
B− ðhminÞ
Bsup

 !
= qB− ðhminÞEt

It means that for Bt=B− and Et=E−(hmin, B−(hmin)), the growth of
the natural resource is equal to the catches; we have a stationary
state, and the resource stock remains at B−(hmin), resulting in an
equilibrium.

iii) Note that E−(hmin,Bt) is an inverted U-shape parabola.
Plea
traw
On the interval [B−(hmin), Bsup], its minimum value is at one of
the boundary of the definition set.
Standard computation gives E−ðhmin;B− ðhminÞÞ = r

q
1− hmin

qBsup

� �
,

and

E−ðhmin;BsupÞ = 1
q

1− hmin

qBsup

� �
:
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As r b 1, we have E−(hmin, B−(hmin))bE
−(hmin,Bsup), which means

that

argmin
B∈½B− ðhminÞ;Bsup�

E
−ðhmin;BÞ = B− ðhminÞ:
Step 2: Proof that the viability kernel is [B ̲(hmin),Bsup] when condition
(7) holds.

We assume that Fmin ≤ rsd
q

1− hmin

qBsup

� �
+ F0 (condition (7)).

From relation (A.1), we know that the Viabp½B− ðhminÞ;Bsup�. To
prove our claimed result, we need to prove that ½B− ðhminÞ;Bsup�pViab,
which leads to the equality of the sets. For that purpose, we only have
to show to that there exists (at least) one decision rule that keeps the
state of the system within the set [B̲(hmin), Bsup] while respecting the
constraint.

Let us define the following closed-loop decision rule: Et=E−(hmin,
Bt), defined at step 1 above.

From any initial state Bt∈[B̲((hmin),Bsup], we have Bt+1= B̲(hmin), by
definition of E−(hmin,Bt). Then, according to the properties ii) of E−
(hmin,B ̲(hmin)) described at step 1, the trajectory is stationary at
B ̲(hmin).

Along this particular trajectory, asBt ≥ B̲(hmin) for any t, the economic
constraint (4) is satisfied at any time.

Moreover, along that trajectory, for any time t, we haveEt=E−(hmin,Bt).
Using the result iii) exhibited in step 1 that E−(hmin,Bt)≥E−(hmin,

B ̲(hmin)) for all B∈[B ̲(hmin),Bsup], we have for all times Et≥E−(hmin,

B̲(hmin)), where E
−ðhmin; B− ðhminÞÞ = r

q
1− hmin

qBsup

� �
(see step 1, point ii)

above).
The condition (7) is equivalent to r

q
1− hmin

qBsup

� �
≥ Fmin−F0

sd
.

We thus get Et ≥ Fmin−F0
sd

, which implies that the biological
constraint (5) is satisfied, according to the result (A.2) presented at
step 1.

For any state within [B−(hmin),Bsup], the proposed decision rule
leads to a trajectory satisfying the viability constraints at all times.

We thus have ½B− ðhminÞ;Bsup�pViabðhmin; FminÞ. □
The viable decisions associated with a given viable states B∈Viab

(hmin,Fmin) are E−(Fmin) ≤ E(B)≤ E−(hmin,B). The first inequality is
required to the satisfaction of the ecological constraint (see first point
of step 1), and the second inequality is required to maintain the state B
within the viability kernel (see step 1, point i)).
Step 3: Proof that the viability kernel is empty when condition (7)
does not hold.

To prove that the viability kernel is empty in that case, we will
show that any fishing effort satisfying the ecological constraint (5)
would result in a trajectory which would violate the economic
constraint (4) in a finite time, whatever the initial condition of the
biomass B0 such that B0∈ [B̲(hmin), Bsup].

First note that if condition (7) does not hold, we have

Fmin N
rsd
q

1− hmin

qBsup

 !
+ F0 ⇔

Fmin−F0
sd

N
r
q

1− hmin

qBsup

 !
:

It means that there exist εN0 such that

Fmin−F0
sd

=
r
q

1− hmin

qBsup

 !
+ ε ðA:3Þ

Assume for a while that the viability kernel is not empty. It would
mean that there is at least one initial state B0 such that, from that state,
there are admissible decisions resulting in a trajectory that satisfies
the constraints forever. Wewill show that any trajectory satisfying the
and biodiversity: Trade-offs between the viability of shrimp
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ecological constraint (5) would then eventually violate the biomass
constraint (A.1), and thus the economic constraint (4). Hence a
contradiction.

According to step 1 (A.2), to satisfy the ecological constraint a
viable fishing effort must satisfy Et ≥ Fmin−F0

sd
. Given the biomass

dynamics (1), for all Bt∈ [B ̲(hmin),Bsup], we have

Bt+1 − Bt = rBt 1− Bt

Bsup

 !
− qBtEt

⇔Bt+1 − Bt ≤ rBt 1− Bt

Bsup

 !
− qBt

Fmin − F0
sd

⇔Bt + 1−Bt≤rBt 1− Bt

Bsup

 !
−qBt

r
q

1− hmin

qBsup

 !
+ ε

 !

⇔Bt+1 − Bt ≤
rBt

Bsup

hmin

q
− Bt

� �
− qBtε

On [B̲(hmin),Bsup], we obviously have Bt≥B̲((hmin), where B− ðhminÞ =
hmin

q
. Itmeans that, for anyfishingeffort satisfying theecological constraint

(5), at each time period, whatever the biomass stock Bt∈[B̲(hmin),Bsup],
the biomass is necessarily decreasing. Moreover, we also have

Bt+1 − Bt ≤− hminε ðA:4Þ

which means that the quantity of resource depleted is larger than the
strictly positive level hminε. There is thus a finite time T such that BTbB
(hmin)+hminε. Thebiomass constraint (A.1)will thenbeviolatedeither in
Tor in T+1.12 □
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